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Internet-based, resulting in a large number of digital property, increasingly 
brought to the attention of the number of Internet users. These digital property 
increasingly brought to the attention of the many Internet users . The rapid 
development of digital heritage over the Internet to enter the field of legal research. 
After Many years, Internet users will be dead, their "digital property" will become 
"digital heritage" ,how to dispose of them ? If so, who can inherit digital heritage 
and how to inherit? At present, the law does not govern the digital heritage, 
although digital heritage disputes have occurred, digital inheritance is faced with 
double predicament of law and reality. Constructing relevant system although 
relatively advanced, but it has high practical significance. By defining the digital 
heritage property, the status quo inherited from the theoretical analysis of the 
digital heritage of inheritable, the legal and practical plights of digital inheritance, 
trying to learn from foreign protect digital inheritance related initiatives to build 
digital inheritance system in our country. I will put forward countermeasures 
mainly from the heirs, the inherited methods, and the value evaluation and 
segmentation operation, hoping to protect digital heritage better and make the best 
use of resources. 
Besides the introduction and conclusion this thesis includes five chapters. 
Chapter one is to definite digital heritage. It summarizes the concept, the 
classification of digital heritage and introduces the real right, creditor's rights, 
intellectual property, new property. Moreover, it analyzes the legal nature of 
digital heritage, points out the characteristics of digital heritage and analyzes the 
difference between digital heritage and network virtual property. 
Chapter two is the legal and practical plights of digital inheritance.The legal 
plights include the lacing of legal basis of digital heritage and the confliction 













difficulty of identifying digital heirs, the difficulty of evaluating and segmenting 
digital heritage, and the conflict of interest between heirs and network operators. 
Chapter three discusses on the necessity and feasibility of digital inheritance. 
It is necessity to protect digital inheritance because of several reasons: it conforms 
to the desire and demand of transmitting of personal poverty from generation to 
generation;it adapts to the inevitable trend of economic development in our 
country; it is inevitable for the protection of cultural heritage.In addition, digital 
inheritance is conducive to encouraging the creation and labor of the Internet users, 
promoting technological innovation. Finally, digital heritage conforms to the 
provisions of the civil law theory about the "property", which can be incorporated 
into the scope of "legacy". It has the feasibility. 
Chapter four reviews foreign legislative experiences in digital 
inheritance.From legislative and practical aspects, this thesis lists the advantages 
and disadvantages of the relatedforeign system. In addition, it tries to learn the 
successful foreign experience of digital inheritance system. Moreover, it points out 
the inspiration about constructing a sound system of the digital inheritance in our 
country. 
Chapter five recommends the specific proposals to govern digital inheritance 
by law in China.These recommendations are related to the heirs, the inherited 
methods, and the value evaluation and segmentation operation. It is useful to 
protect digital heritage and realize the largest value of this resources as possible. 
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